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ABSTRACT

Streaming of ontinuous media over wireless links is a notoriously diÆult problem. This is due to the stringent

Quality of Servie requirements of ontinuous media and the unreliability of wireless links. We develop a streaming

protool for the real{time delivery of prereorded ontinuous media from a entral base station to multiple wireless

lients within a wireless ell. Our protool prefethes parts of the ongoing ontinuous media streams into prefeth

bu�ers in the lients. Our protool prefethes aording to a Join{the{Shortest{Queue poliy. By exploiting rate

adaptation tehniques of wireless data paket protools, the Join{the{Shortest{Queue poliy dynamially alloates

more transmission apaity to streams with small prefethed reserves. Our protool uses hannel probing to handle the

loation{dependent, time{varying, and bursty errors of wireless links. We evaluate our prefething protool through

extensive simulations with VBR MPEG enoded video traes. Our simulations indiate that for bursty VBR video

with an average rate of 64 kbit/se and typial wireless ommuniation onditions our prefething protool ahieves

lient starvation probabilities on the order of 10

�4

and a bandwidth eÆieny of 90 % with prefeth bu�ers of 128

kBytes.

Keywords: Channel Probing, Prefething, Prereorded Continuous Media, Real{Time Streaming, Wireless Com-

muniation

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the popularity of the World Wide Web retrievals from web servers are dominating today's Internet. While

most of the retrieved objets today are textual and image objets, web{based streaming of ontinuous media, suh as

video and audio, beomes inreasingly popular. At the same time there is inreasingly the trend toward aessing the

Internet and Web from wireless devies. The stringent Quality of Servie (QoS) requirements of ontinuous media

and the unreliability of wireless links ombine to make streaming over wireless links a notoriously diÆult problem.

In this paper we develop a high performane streaming protool for the real{time delivery of prereorded ontinuous

media over wireless links. We fous on the streaming in the downlink (base station to lients) diretion. Our protool

allows for immediate ommenement of playbak. Our protool gives a onstant pereptual media quality at the

lients while ahieving a very high bandwidth eÆieny. Our protool ahieves this high performane by exploiting

two speial properties of prereorded ontinuous media: (1) the lient onsumption rates over the duration of the

playbak are known before the streaming ommenes, and (2) while the ontinuous media stream is being played

out at the lient, parts of the stream an be prefethed into the lient's memory. The prefethed reserves allow the

lients to ontinue playbak during periods of adverse transmission onditions on the wireless links.

The prereorded ontinuous media streams are prefethed aording to a spei� Join{the{Shortest{Queue (JSQ)

poliy, whih strives to balane the prefethed reserves in the wireless lients within a wireless ell. The JSQ prefeth

poliy exploits rate adaptation tehniques of wireless data paket protools.
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The rate adaptation tehniques allow

for the dynami alloation of transmission apaities to the ongoing wireless onnetions. In the Code Division

Multiple Aess (CDMA) IS{95 (Revision B) standard, for instane, the rate adaptation is ahieved by varying the

number of odes (i.e., the number of parallel hannels) used for the transmissions to the individual lients. Roughly

speaking, the JSQ prefeth poliy dynamially alloates more transmission apaity to wireless lients with small

prefethed reserves while alloating less transmission apaity to the lients with large reserves. The ongoing streams
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Figure 1. Arhiteture: A entral base station streams prereorded ontinuous media to wireless (and possibly

mobile) lients within a wireless ell.

within a wireless ell ollaborate through this lending and borrowing of transmission apaities. Channel probing

is used to judiiously utilize the transmission apaities of the wireless links, whih typially experiene loation{

dependent, time{varying, and bursty errors. Our extensive numerial studies indiate that this ollaboration is highly

e�etive in reduing playbak starvation at the lients while ahieving a high bandwidth eÆieny. For bursty VBR

video with an average rate of 64 kbit/se and typial wireless ommuniation onditions our prefething protool

ahieves lient starvation probabilities on the order of 10

�4

and a bandwidth eÆieny of 90 % with lient bu�ers of

128 kBytes.

This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we desribe our arhiteture for the streaming of prereorded

ontinuous media in the downlink diretion. Our fous is on multi{rate CDMA systems. In Setion 3 we develop the

JSQ prefething protool. We also introdue hannel probing; a mehanism that handles the loation{dependent,

time{varying, and bursty errors of wireless environments. We evaluate our prefething protool through extensive

simulations. We disuss the related work in Setion 4 and onlude in Setion 5.

2. ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 illustrates our arhiteture for ontinuous media streaming. A entral base station provides streaming

servies to multiple wireless (and possibly mobile) lients within a wireless ell. Let J denote the number of lients

servied by the base station. We assume for the purpose of this study that eah lient reeives one stream; thus there

are J streams in proess. The basi priniple of our streaming protool | exploiting rate adaptation tehniques for

prefething | an be applied to any type of wireless ommuniation system with a slotted Time Division Duplex

(TDD) struture. The TDD struture provides alternating forward (base station to lients) and bakward (lients

to base station) transmission slots.

We initially onsider a multi{ode Code Division Multiple Aess (CDMA) system, that is, a CDMA system that

adapts rates for the synhronous transmissions in the forward diretion by aggregating orthogonal ode hannels, that

is, by varying the number of ode hannels used for transmissions to the individual lients. The seond generation

CDMA IS{95 (Rev. B) system is an example of suh a system; as is the third generation UMTS system in TDD mode.

Let S denote the number of orthogonal odes used by the base station for transmitting the ontinuous media streams

to the lients. Let R(j); j = 1; : : : ; J , denote the number of parallel hannels supported by the radio front{end of

lient j. Let C denote the data rate (in bit/se) provided by one CDMA ode hannel in the forward diretion.

Our streaming protool is suitable for any type of prereorded ontinuous media. To �x ideas we fous on video

streams. A key feature of our protool is that it aommodates any type of enoding; it aommodates Constant

Bit Rate (CBR) and bursty Variable Bit Rate (VBR) enodings as well as enodings with a �xed frame rate (suh
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as MPEG{1 and MPEG{4) and a variable frame rate (suh as H.263). For the transmission over the wireless links

the video frames are paketized into �xed length pakets. The paket size is set suh that one CDMA ode hannel

aommodates exatly one paket in one forward slot; thus the base station an transmit S pakets on the orthogonal

ode hannels in a forward slot.

Let N(j); j = 1; : : : ; J , denote the length of the video streams in frames. Let x

n

(j) denote the number of pakets

in the nth frame of video stream j. Let t

n

(j) denote the interarrival time between the nth frame and the (n+ 1)th

frame of video stream j in seonds. Frame n is displayed for a frame period of t

n

(j) seonds on the lient's sreen.

Beause the video streams are prereorded the sequene of integers (x

1

(j); x

2

(j); : : : ; x

N(j)

(j)) and the sequene of

real numbers (t

1

(j); t

2

(j); : : : ; t

N(j)

(j)) are fully known when the streaming ommenes.

When a lient requests a spei� video the base station relays the request to the appropriate origin server or

proxy server. If the request passes the admission tests the origin/proxy server immediately begins to stream the

video via the base station to the lient. Our fous in this paper is on the streaming from the base station over the

wireless link to the lient. We assume for the purpose of this study that the video is delivered to the base station in

a timely fashion. Upon granting the lient's request the base station immediately ommenes streaming the video

to the lient. The pakets arriving at the lient are plaed in the lient's prefeth bu�er. The video is displayed

on the lient's monitor as soon as a few frames have arrived at the lient. Under normal irumstanes the lient

displays frame n of video stream j for t

n

(j) seonds, then removes frame n + 1 from its prefeth bu�er, deodes it,

and displays it for t

n+1

(j) seonds. If at one of these epohs there is no omplete frame in the prefeth bu�er the

lient su�ers playbak starvation and loses the urrent frame. At the subsequent epoh the lient will attempt to

display the next frame of the video.

In our protool the base station keeps trak of the ontents of the prefeth bu�ers in the lients. Toward this

end, let b(j); j = 1; : : : ; J , denote the number of pakets in the prefeth bu�er of lient j. Furthermore, let

p(j); j = 1; : : : ; J , denote the length of the prefethed video segment in the prefeth bu�er of lient j in seonds.

The ounters b(j) and p(j) are updated (1) when the lient j aknowledges the reeption of sent pakets, and (2)

when a frame is removed, deoded, and displayed at lient j.

First, onsider the update when pakets are aknowledged. For the sake of illustration suppose that the x

n

(j)

pakets of frame n of stream j have been sent to lient j during the just expired forward slot. Suppose that all x

n

(j)

pakets are aknowledged during the subsequent bakward slot. When the last of the x

n

(j) aknowledgments arrives

at the base station, the ounters are updated by setting b(j) b(j) + x

n

(j), and p(j) p(j) + t

n

(j).

Next, onsider the update of the ounters when a frame is removed from the prefeth bu�er, deoded, and

displayed at the lient. Given the sequene t

n

(j); n = 1; : : : ; N , and the starting time of the video playbak at the

lient the base station keeps trak of the removal of frames from the prefeth bu�er of lient j. Suppose that at

a partiular instant frame �(j) is to be removed from the prefeth bu�er of lient j. The base station traks the

prefeth bu�er ontents by updating b(j) [b(j)�x

�(j)

(j)℄

+

and p(j) [p(j)� t

�(j)

(j)℄

+

, where [x℄

+

= max(0; x).

Note that the lient su�ers playbak starvation when b(j)�x

�(j)

(j) < 0, that is, when the frame that is supposed to

be removed is not in the prefeth bu�er.

3. JSQ PREFETCH POLICY

For eah forward slot the base station must deide whih pakets to transmit from the J ongoing streams. The

prefeth poliy is the rule that determines whih pakets are transmitted. The maximum number of pakets that

an be transmitted in a forward slot is S. The Join{the{Shortest{Queue (JSQ) prefeth poliy strives to balane the

lengths of the prefethed video segments aross all of the lients servied by the base station. The basi idea is to

dynamially assign more odes (and thus transmit more pakets in parallel) to lients that have only a small reserve

of prefethed video in their prefeth bu�ers. We �rst introdue a basi prefeth poliy. This basi prefeth poliy

assumes that all lients (1) support S parallel hannels, and (2) have in�nite prefeth bu�er spae. We shall address

these two restritions in a re�ned prefeth poliy.

3.1. Basi JSQ Prefeth Poliy

Let z(j); j = 1; : : : ; J , denote the length of the video segment (in seonds of video run time) that is sheduled for

transmission to lient j in the urrent forward slot. The following sheduling proedure is exeuted for every forward

slot. At the beginning of the sheduling proedure all z(j)'s are initialized to zero. The base station determines the
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lient j

�

with the smallest p(j) + z(j). The base station shedules one paket for transmission (by assigning a ode

to it) and inrements z(j

�

): z(j

�

)  z(j

�

) + t

�(j

�

)

(j

�

)=x

�(j

�

)

(j

�

), where �(j

�

) is the frame (number) of stream j

�

that is arried (partially) by the sheduled paket. (Although the length of the prefethed video segment grows in

inrements of t

n

(j) seonds whenever the transmission of the x

n

(j) pakets arrying frame n of stream j is ompleted;

for simpliity we aount for partially transmitted frames by inrementing the prefethed segment by t

n

(j)=x

n

(j) for

eah transmitted paket.) The base station repeats this proedure S times, that is, until the S available odes are

used up. At eah iteration the base station determines the j

�

with the smallest p(j) + z(j), shedules one paket for

lient j

�

and inrements z(j

�

). Throughout this sheduling proedure the base station skips pakets from a frame

that would miss its playbak deadline at the lient.

During the subsequent bakward slot the base station waits for the aknowledgments from the lients. If all

pakets sent to lient j are aknowledged by the end of the bakward slot we set p(j) p(j) + z(j). If some of the

aknowledgments for a stream j are missing at the end of the bakward slot, p(j) is left unhanged. At the end of

the bakward slot the sheduling proedure starts over. The z(j)'s are re{initialized to zero and the base station

shedules pakets for the lients with the smallest p(j) + z(j).

3.2. Re�ned JSQ Prefeth Poliy

In this setion we disuss re�nements of the JSQ prefeth poliy that limit (1) the number of pakets, that are sent

(in parallel) to a lient in a forward slot, and (2) the number of pakets that a lient may have in its prefeth bu�er.

Suppose that the lients j; j = 1; : : : ; J , support at most R(j) parallel hannels, and have limited prefeth bu�er

apaities of B(j) pakets. Let r(j); j = 1; ::; J , denote the number of pakets sheduled for lient j in the upoming

forward slot. Reall that b(j) is the urrent number of pakets in the prefeth bu�er of lient j. The re�nements

work as follows. Suppose that the base station is onsidering sheduling a paket for transmission to lient j

�

. The

base station shedules the paket only if

r(j

�

) � R(j

�

)� 1; (1)

and

b(j

�

) � B(j

�

)� 1: (2)

If one of these onditions is violated, that is, if the paket would exeed the number of parallel hannels of lient j

�

or

the paket would overow the prefeth bu�er of lient j

�

, the base station removes onnetion j

�

from onsideration.

The base station next �nds a new j

�

that minimizes p(j) + z(j). If onditions (1) and (2) hold for the new lient j

�

,

we shedule the paket, update z(j

�

) and r(j

�

), and ontinue the proedure of transmitting pakets to the lients

that minimize p(j) + z(j). Whenever one of the onditions (1) or (2) (or both) is violated we skip the orresponding

lient and �nd a new j

�

. This proedure stops when we have either (1) sheduled S pakets, or (2) skipped over all

J streams.

3.3. Simulation of Prefeth Protool

In this setion we desribe the simulations of our protool for ontinuous media streaming in wireless environments.

In our simulations we onsider a generi wireless ommuniation system with Time Division Duplex. We assume

throughout that the base station alloates S = 15 hannels (e.g., orthogonal odes in CDMA or time slots in TDMA)

to ontinuous media streaming. We assume that eah hannel provides a data rate of C = 64 kbit/se in the forward

(downlink) diretion. Throughout we onsider senarios where all J lients have the same bu�er apaity of B

pakets and support the same number of parallel hannels R, i.e., B(j) = B and R(j) = R for all j = 1; : : : ; J .

We evaluate our streaming protool for video streams enoded at a Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and a onstant

frame rate (e.g., MPEG{1 enodings). We generated ten pseudo traes by saling MPEG{1 traes obtained from

the publi domain to an average rate of �r = 64 kbps. The traes have a �xed frame rate of 25 frames/se and are

40.000 frames long. The generated pseudo traes are highly bursty with peak{to{mean ratios in the range from 7 to

18; see

2

for details.

For eah of the J ongoing streams in the wireless ell we selet randomly one of the MPEG traes. We generate

random starting phases �(j); j = 1; : : : ; J , into the seleted traes. The �(j)'s are independent and uniformly

distributed over the lengths of the seleted traes. The frame �(j) is removed from the prefeth bu�er of lient j at
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Figure 2. Sample path plot: Prefeth bu�er ontents

(in kBytes) of 3 lients as a funtion of time: Client 1
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Figure 3. Sample path plot: Prefeth bu�er ontents

(in kBytes) of 3 lients as a funtion of time: Client 1

experienes a bad hannel.

the end of the �rst frame period. All lients start with empty prefeth bu�ers. Furthermore, we generate random

stream lengths N(j); j = 1; : : : ; J . The N(j)'s are independent and are drawn from an exponential distribution with

mean N

T

frames (orresponding to a video run time of T seonds). We initially assume that the lient onsumes

without interruption N(j) frames starting at frame number �(j) of the seleted trae. When the N(j)th frame is

removed from the prefeth bu�er of lient j, we assume that the lient immediately requests a new video stream.

For the new video stream we again selet randomly one of the traes, a new independent random starting phase �(j)

into the trae, and a new independent random stream lifetime N(j). Thus there are always J streams in progress.

In simulating the wireless links we follow the well{known Gilbert{Elliot model. We simulate eah wireless link

(onsisting of up to R(j) parallel ode hannels) as an independent disrete{time Markov Chain with two states:

"good" and "bad". We assume that all parallel ode hannels of a wireless link (to a partiular lient) are either in

the good state or the bad state. The transition probabilities of the Markov Chains are set to typial values suh that

the steady state probability of being in the "good" state is �

g

= 0:99 (and �

b

= 0:01 aordingly); the average sojourn

times are 9 seonds for the "good" state and 1 seond for the "bad" state. We set the hannel error probabilities

suh that a paket is lost with probability P

g

l

= 0.05 in the good hannel state, and with probability P

b

l

= 1 in the

bad hannel state. We assume that aknowledgments are never lost in the simulations.

Figures 2 and 3 show typial sample path plots from the simulations. In this experiment we simulate the streaming

to lients with a bu�er apaity of B = 32 kBytes. The �gure shows the prefeth bu�er ontents of three lients

in kBytes. The plots illustrate the ollaborative nature of the JSQ prefeth poliy in onjuntion with the rate

adaptation of the wireless ommuniation system. We observe from Figure 2 that at time t = 5.1 se the bu�er

ontent of lient 1 drops to zero. This is beause the video stream of lient 1 ends at this time; the lient selets a

new video stream and starts over with an empty prefeth bu�er. Note that already at time t = 1.0 seond all frames

of the "old" video stream have been prefethed into the lient's bu�er and the lient ontinued to onsume frames

without reeiving any transmissions. When the lient starts over with an empty prefeth bu�er, the JSQ prefeth

poliy gives priority to this lient and quikly �lls its prefeth bu�er. While the prefeth bu�er of lient 1 is being

�lled the JSQ prefeth poliy redues the transmissions to the other lients; they "live o�" their prefethed reserves

until lient 1 athes up with them.

Notie from Figure 3 that at time t = 0.4 se the bu�er oupany of lient 1 drops. This is beause this lient

experienes a bad hannel that persists for 2.1 se (a rather long period hosen for illustration, in our numerial work

we set the average sojourn time in the bad hannel state to 1 se), that is, the lient is temporarily ut o� from the

base station. The prefethed reserves allow the lient to ontinue playbak during this period. As the prefethed

reserves of lient 1 dwindle the JSQ prefeth poliy alloates larger transmission apaities to it. This, however, uts

down on the transmissions to the other lients, ausing their prefethed reserves to dwindle as well. This degrades

the performane of the streaming protool as smaller prefethed reserves make lient starvation more likely.
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3.4. Channel Probing

In this setion we introdue a hannel probing re�nement designed to improve the performane of the purely JSQ

based prefeth protool. Note that the prefeth protool introdued in Setion 3 does not diretly take the physial

harateristis of the wireless hannels into onsideration. The JSQ transmission shedule is based exlusively on the

prefeth bu�er ontents at the lients (and the onsumption rates of the video streams). Wireless hannels, however,

typially experiene loation{dependent, time{varying, and bursty errors, that is, periods of adverse transmission

onditions during whih all pakets sent to a partiular lient are lost. Espeially detrimental to the prefeth protool's

performane are the persistent bad hannels of long{term shadowing that is aused by terrain on�guration or

obstales. As illustrated in Figure 3(b), the exessive transmission resoures expended on the lient that experienes

the bad hannel, tend to redue the prefethed reserves of all the other lients in the wireless ell.

To �x this shortoming we introdue the hannel probing re�nement. The basi idea is to start probing the

hannel (lient) when aknowledgment(s) are missing at the end of a bakward slot. While probing the hannel the

base station sends at most one paket (probing paket) per forward slot to the a�eted lient. The probing ontinues

until an aknowledgment for a probing paket is reeived. More spei�ally, if the aknowledgment for at least one

paket sent to lient j in a forward slot is missing at the end of the subsequent bakward slot, we set R(j) = 1. This

allows the JSQ algorithm to shedule at most one paket (probing paket) for lient j in the next forward slot. If

the aknowledgment for the probing paket is returned by the end of the next bakward slot, we set R(j) bak to its

original value; otherwise we ontinue probing with R(j) = 1.

To evaluate the performane of this simple probing sheme we ompare it with an ideal senario where the base

station has perfet knowledge of the states of the wireless hannels. In the perfet knowledge senario the base

station shedules pakets only for lients in the good hannel state. The base station does not shedule any paket

(not even a probing paket) for lients experiening a bad hannel.

3.5. Simulation Results

We now present a quantitative evaluation of the JSQ prefeth protool. We �rst de�ne two key measures of the

performane of a streaming protool. We de�ne the bandwidth eÆieny � of a wireless streaming protool as

the sum of the average rates of the streams supported by the base station divided by the total available e�etive

transmission apaity of the base station, i.e.,

� =

J � �r

[�

g

� (1� P

g

l

) + �

b

� (1� P

b

l

)℄ � C �min(R � J; S)

:

We de�ne the lient starvation probability P

loss

as the long run fration of enoding information (pakets) that

misses its playbak deadline at the lients. We onservatively onsider all x

n

(�) pakets of frame n as deadline misses

when at least one of the frame's pakets misses its playbak deadline. We warm up eah simulation for a period

determined with the Shruben's test and obtain on�dene intervals on the lient starvation probability P

loss

using

the method of bath means. We run the simulations until the 90 % on�dene interval of P

loss

is less than 10 % of

its point estimate. Unless stated otherwise, all the following experiments are onduted for the streaming of VBR

MPEG video to lients with a bu�er apaity of B = 32 kBytes and support for R = 15 parallel hannels. The

average lifetime of the video streams is set to T = 10 minutes unless stated otherwise. Throughout, the base station

has a total of S = 15 hannels available for video streaming.

Figure 4 shows the lient starvation probability P

loss

without hannel probing, with hannel probing, and with

perfet knowledge of the hannel state as a funtion of the average sojourn time in the "bad" hannel state. For this

experiment the number of lients is �xed at J = 13 (and 12 respetively). We observe from the �gure that over a

wide range of hannel onditions, hannel probing is highly e�etive in reduing the probability of lient starvation.

In senarios with persistent bad hannel onditions, probing redues P

loss

by over one order of magnitude. We also

observe that the lient starvation probabilities ahieved by our simple hannel probing sheme are only slightly above

the lient starvation probabilities ahieved with perfet knowledge of the hannel state. This indiates that more

sophistiated hannel probing shemes ould ahieve only small redutions of the lient starvation probability. We

set the average sojourn time in the "bad" hannel state to 1 se for all the following experiments.
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hannel state.

Figure 5 shows the lient starvation probability P

loss

as a funtion of the maximum number of parallel hannels

R that an be assigned to an individual lient. We observe from Figure 5 that P

loss

drops by over one order of

magnitude as R inreases from one to two, allowing for ollaborative prefething through the lending and borrowing

of hannels. Now onsider prefething with J = 13 lients. For prefething with hannel probing and with perfet

knowledge of the hannel state, P

loss

drops steadily as R inreases. For prefething without hannel probing, however,

P

loss

inreases as R grows larger than two. This is beause JSQ prefething without hannel probing tends to waste

transmission hannels on a lient experiening a persistent bad hannel. This redues the prefethed reserves of all

lients in the ell, thus inreasing the likelihood of lient starvation. The larger the number of parallel hannels R

that an be assigned to an individual lient the larger is this waste of transmission hannels. Another important

observation from Figure 5 is that already a low{ost lient with support for a few parallel hannels allows for e�etive

prefething.

Figure 6 shows the lient starvation probability P

loss

as a funtion of the bandwidth eÆieny �. Noteworthy

is again the e�etiveness of the simple hannel probing sheme. The lient starvation probability P

loss

ahieved

with hannel probing is (i) generally over one order of magnitude smaller than without hannel probing, and (ii)

only slightly larger than with perfet knowledge of the hannel state. Throughout the remainder of this paper

we use prefething with hannel probing. Importantly, the results in Figure 6 indiate that a rude admission

ontrol riterion that limits the bandwidth eÆieny to less than 0.9, say, is highly e�etive in ensuring small lient

starvation probabilities. We note, however, that more researh is needed on admission ontrol for streaming in

wireless environments.

Figure 7 shows the lient starvation probability P

loss

as a funtion of the lient bu�er apaity B. The results

demonstrate the dramati improvement in performane that omes from prefething. For J = 13 ongoing VBR

streams the lient starvation probability drops by over two orders of magnitude as the lients' bu�ers inrease from

8 kBytes to 128 kBytes. (A bu�er of 128 kBytes an hold on average 16 seond segments of the VBR videos with an

average rate of �r = 64 kbit/se.) With lient bu�ers of B = 128 kBytes and J = 13 ongoing streams our prefeth

protool ahieves a lient starvation probability of less than 10

�4

and a bandwidth eÆieny of 90%!

Table 1 gives the lient starvation probability P

loss

as a funtion of the average stream lifetime T for the streaming

of VBR MPEG{1 video to J = 13 lients eah with a bu�er apaity of B = 64 kBytes. Our prefething protool

performs very well for stream lifetimes on the order of minutes or longer. For stream lifetimes shorter than one minute

P

loss

inreases onsiderably as the lifetime dereases. This is beause stream lifetimes this short allow for very little

time to build up prefethed reserves. Even for an average stream lifetime of T = 10 se, however, prefething redues

the lient's starvation probability from 2.8�10

�2

without any prefething to 4.5�10

�3

with prefething.
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Table 1. Client starvation probability P

loss

as a funtion of the average stream lifetime T for VBR video.

T [se℄ 10 50 100 600 1200

P

loss

[10

�4

℄ 45 7.3 4.6 4.4 2.1

4. RELATED WORK

There is a large body of literature on providing QoS in wireless environments. Muh of the work in this area has

foused on mehanisms for hannel aess; see Akyildiz et al.

3

for a survey. Choi and Shin

4

have reently proposed

a omprehensive hannel aess and sheduling sheme for supporting real{time traÆ and non{real{time traÆ on

the uplinks and downlinks of a wireless LAN. Reently, paket fair sheduling algorithms that guarantee lients a

fair portion of the shared transmission apaity have reeived a great deal of attention.

5{7

These works adapt fair

sheduling algorithms originally developed for wireline paket{swithed networks to wireless environments. Another

line of work addresses the eÆieny of reliable data transfer over wireless links.

8,9

We note that to our knowledge none of the existing shemes for providing QoS in wireless environments takes ad-

vantage of the speial properties (preditability and prefethability) of prereorded ontinuous media, that are expeted

to aount for a large portion of the future Internet traÆ. There is an extensive literature on the streaming of pre-

reorded ontinuous media, in partiular VBR video, over wireline paket{swithed networks; see Krunz

10

as well as

Reisslein and Ross

11

for a survey. In this literature a wide variety of smoothing and prefething shemes is explored

to eÆiently aommodate VBR video on �xed bandwidth wireline links. Among these shemes is a prefething

sheme based on the Join{the{Shortest{Queue (JSQ) priniple developed by Reisslein and Ross.

11

Their sheme is

designed for a Video on Demand servie with VBR enoded �xed frame rate MPEG video over an ADSL network

or the able plant. It does not handle the loation{dependent, time{varying, and bursty errors that are typial for

wireless environments.

Elaoud and Ramanathan

12

propose a sheme for providing network level QoS to ows in a wireless CDMA

system. Their sheme dynamially adjust the signal to interferene and noise ratio requirements of ows based on

MAC paket deadlines and hannel onditions. The Simultaneous MAC Paket Transmission (SMPT) sheme of

Fitzek et al.

13

provides transport level QoS by exploiting rate adaptation tehniques of CDMA systems. The SMPT

sheme delivers transport layer segments (e.g., UDP or TCP segments, whih are divided into several MAC pakets)

with high probability within a permissible delay bound. Our work in this paper di�ers from

12,13

in that they propose

deentralized shemes for bakward (uplink) transmissions. Also, there is no prefething in.

12,13

Moreover,

12,13

do

8



not take the harateristis of the appliation layer traÆ into onsideration; the sheme

12

operates on one MAC

paket at a time and SMPT

13

operates on one TCP or UDP segment at a time.

5. CONCLUSION

We have developed a high performane prefething protool for the streaming of prereorded ontinuous media in a

ellular wireless system. Our prefething protool an be employed on top of any of the rate adaptation tehniques

of wireless ommuniation systems. Our protool aommodates CBR and VBR enodings as well as �xed frame

rate and variable frame rate enodings. Channel probing is ritial for the performane of our protool. With

hannel probing the base station alloates transmission resoures in a judiious manner avoiding the alloation of

large portions of the available transmission apaity to lients experiening adverse transmission onditions.

In the extended tehnial report

2

we ondut a more extensive evaluation and disuss several extensions of the

prefething protool. We onsider streaming with lient interations, suh as pause/resume and temporal jumps. We

also onsider the streaming of live ontent, suh as the audio and video feed from a sporting event. We outline how

to use the prefething protool for prefething in the uplink (lients to base station) diretion. Moreover, we outline

how to deploy the prefething protool in third generation CDMA systems as well as TDMA and FDMA systems.

We also disuss the deployment of the prefething protool on top of physial layer error ontrol shemes.

Aknowledgment: We are grateful to Prof. Adam Wolisz for providing the environment that allowed us to pursue

the work presented in this paper.
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